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By Maurhe JS Brevoor*, Qeorge W. Stldcle,

#

and Paul R, Hill

.
. .. INTRODUCTION”

This paper is a oontlnuation of the rep~rt entitled
“(3enerallzedSelection Chnrts for Bombers Powered by One,
~o, FOUT, and”Six 2000=Horsepower Engines” dated
JUIy 6* 1942. ..

..
“ Thls supplement uses the data presented in the.:.

orl@nal report to show the cargo”which can be oarrzed St
various ranges, the pounds of oargo which oan be oarri.ed
for a pound of fuel, and other ~aphs which simplify the
problem of qulokly determining the oargo whioh oan be
oadrled at any range- The inforution as It is presented
in the supplement is in a form that is more easily applied
,to the eoonomi.cor taotioal problems.”

The assuqtlons, selected parameters, and equations .
applying to the original report apply without change to
the s~ple~nt, @ sin@e-en@ne bomber 1s not treated
in this supplement. It 1s assmed that the gasoline-and
bombs are completely interdaan@aMe, This assumption
requires that part or the bomb load be distributed inside
the wings for.short-rango operatton if a design load faotor
of 4 la to be malritalned...

The selqotion oharts of the-main-report are reproduced
~n’two yarts In the supplement, ,ahdthe power loadtng of the. .
charts have,been ~xtende.dto 30 pounds per “horsepower~
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USE OF.S-TI.ON CHARTS

Performfioe sele’ctlonoharts”extendhd to a power loadlng
of 30 pounds per horsepower are presented in figure 1 .

?Part I gives the speed, the rate of climb, and the ake-off -
distance. Part II gives the maximum range with no bomb
load and gfves tie disposable load which includes the
gasoline, oil, and bombs.

I?tgureslb(a), lb(b), and l~(c) show plots of c?r o
Ycapacity (which is made”up of gasoline, oil,-and bombs “

plotted against the range for some bombers wtth a take-off
distance of 3000 feet. These.plots are made by graphical
integration assuming that the cargo is carried one-half of the
range. The end points for these curves are given In part II
of the.selection charts. It may be.seen that these curves
are nearly straight lines for low power loading and they are
slightly comave for high power loading. If the shape of
these curves for each power loading 1s observed, a.good
estimate of the curve of range versus cargo fbr sny bomber
on the selectlon .c.hartmay be drawn. By the use of these
curves nlanyInteresting examples may be worked out In regard
to cargo and economy for a given mission.

Cargo Sapacity

BY the use of the graphically integrated curves, such
as those of figure lb.,the curves (figs. 15(a)~ Is(b)s 15(c)9
16(a), 16(b), 16(c), l?(a), l?(b), and 17(c)) of constant
oargo capacity for fixed ranges were drawn. These charts
show that the bomb capacity is almost entirely dependent
upon the power loadlng. Wing loading has almost no
effect at a range of 1000 miles. There is an optimum wing
loading for the 6000-mile range at high power loading and
It comes in the range of practicable wing loadings.

It should be remembered that these airpianes are all
calculated for a design load factor of 4 and when the
gross wei~t is increased the structural weight Is also
Increased to maintain this design load factor; This 1s
mentioned,to contrast It to the case of a given airplane
being overlooked by adding cargo directly. Such a prdcedure
gives an even more rapid increase with power loading than
is shown on the figures.
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Economy

Flythe use of’figures, such as fl~e 4, the amount-
of bombs divided by the

7
asollne and oil may be cmnputed.

Fi ,res 15(d), 15(e), 15 f), 16(d), 16(e), 16(f), ly(d),
T17 e), and.17(f) show charts giving the ratio of bombs to

gasoline and 011. This ratio attains importance when the
supply problem becomes critical, as In the case of an air
base obtainln~ Its supplies by air transport. These
charts are built on the assumption that the bombs and
gasoline are”interchangeable. The charts for 10dO mllds
range require approxi~tely 15 percent of the cargo to be
gasoline and oil load ~lle tlmae for 6000 miles ran e
require at least 58 percent of the cargo to be fuel foad.
The determination Of the most desirable degree of lntbr-
char.gabllity of gasoline and bombs is beyond the scope of
this paper.

The importance of power loading is again shown by
these charts and the effect of wing loading Is more
marked than on the cargo-capacity charts. ~ contrast
to the cargo-capacity charts, there seems to be an
optimum power loading In the neighborhood @f 25 pounds
per horsepower.

An interesting approximation to the economy for any
ran&e na be obtained If It is assumed that the curves of
figure 1t are strai~ht lines. FYom the geometry of
figure 14 lt may be seen that

bomb load .~m=-R.R~-l
weight of gas and oil R.R

where Rmx Is the maximum range with no bombs and R
is the range of operation (round trip).

An Interesting corollary to this equation Is obtained .
by multiplying both sides of the equation by R.

Then

bob load x miles
=RH-R””

weight of gas and oil

1
#
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Figure 18 gives the cross plots of the economy curves
of f’tgures15, 16, and 17 for a take-off run of 3000 feet.
However, these curves have been extended to include a
power loading of 30. These curves bear a strong resem-
blance to curves of’maximum range with no bomb load
(fig. 2(a) of the original report). In each case a power
loading of 30 has an economy less than at 25. The economy
of the two-en@ne bomber falls somewhat below that of the
four- and six-engine bombers. At low power loading the
six-engine bombers are superior to the four-engine bombers
and at hi~h power loading the four-engine bomber Is more
ecdnomlcal. “

Langley ~morlal Aeronautical Laboratory,
~tional Advisory Co??dttee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., September 19, 19.42●
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